Intelligent autonomous systems need complex and detailed models of their environment to achieve sophisticated tasks. Vision sensors provide rich information and are broadly used to obtain or improve these models. The particular case of indoor scene understanding from monocular images has been widely studied, and a common initial step to solve this problem is the estimation of the 3D layout of the scene. Many previous approaches obtain the layout of a single image, however, this work addresses the problem of scene layout propagation along a video sequence. Our approach uses a Particle Filter framework to propagate the scene layout obtained using a state-of-the-art technique on the initial frame. We propose how to generate, evaluate and sample new layout hypotheses for the scene on each of the frame. The intuition we follow is that we can obtain better layout estimation at each frame through propagation than running separately at each image. The experimental validation is run on a publicly available indoor dataset and shows promising results for the layout computed using our approach, without the need of estimating accurate 3D maps.
Introduction
This paper investigates the construction of simple indoor scene models given an image sequence. The models contain essential information about the environment structure that may allow us to better understand the image: detect the kind of area traversed (e.g. a corridor or a room); provide a rough 3D model of the scene for navigation assistance; or help to the detection and recognition of objects. Prior approaches demonstrate this applications and the fact that obtaining information about the 3D structure of the scene is a powerful tool to improve the accuracy of other tasks, such as object recognition [13] . Recent approaches [10, 15, 2] propose to solve together the problem of estimating the layout of the scene and detecting the objects that appear there.
Most of the layout estimation prior work assumes certain constrains, like the Manhattan World assumption, that allow to infer 3D scene models from 2D images. These approaches try to solve this problem for single images [11, 4, 16, 10] . In this work we aim to use the sequential constraints of a video sequence to provide a scene model at every step of the camera trajectory.
Other papers use sequential information to model the environment from a mobile camera. Most of these approaches rely on SLAM or Structure-from-Motion techniques, and enhance the 3D maps created by those techniques with semantic labels defining the environment structure [5, 22, 6] .
The goal of our work is to provide semantic information about the layout of the scene traversed during the sequence. Our proposed approach propagates the estimated scene components by taking advantage of restrictions in the sequential data and prior knowledge on the projection of 3D man made environments in 2D images. We show how to achieve this task without the need to compute accurate camera motion or 3D maps of the environment.
Related Work
Recognizing the 3D scene structure of an environment captured in an image is a widely studied problem. Earlier studies, like the one presented by Hoiem et al. [12] , proposed to learn appearance-based models of the scene parts (sky, floor, vertical objects) and describe the scene geometry using these coarse labels. Later, Saxena et al. [21] used Markov Random Fields to infer plane parameters, such as 3D location and orientation, for homogeneous patches extracted from the image. Both works are intended to solve the scene structure for general scenes.
We find specific approaches for indoor environments, where certain additional assumptions can be made. Delage et al. [4] proposed a dynamic Bayesian network model to find the "floor-wall" boundary in Fig. 1 : 3D layout estimation along a sequence. 1) We have a mobile camera recording indoors, and we want to process the acquired sequence 2) to estimate the scene layout describing the 3D information of the environment at each frame 3).
Fig. 2:
Steps of the method presented in [16] : First, straight lines are detected in the image and grouped according to the scene vanishing directions (a). Then structure hypotheses are proposed (b), and the orientation map is computed (c). Finally, the hypotheses are compared against the orientation map. The best hypothesis is shown in (d).
the images. They create 3D models of the scene assuming a Manhattan World [3] . More recently, Lee et al. [16] presented a method to generate interpretations of a scene from a set of line segments extracted from an indoor image. Similarly, Hedau et al. [9] model the scene as a parametric 3D box based on the detected lines. López et al. [17] solved the spatial layout in omnidirectional images, where the whole the scene can be modeled with just one image. Extending similar ideas to outdoor scenes, Gupta et al. [8] propose to create physical representations of outdoor scenes where objects have volume and mass, and their relationships describe the 3D structure and mechanical configurations.
The papers described so far analyze the structure of a single image. However, if we consider images of a video sequence we can propagate the information already obtained about the scene and get better and more robust results. This is the idea exploited in this work. Acquiring sequential information is the usual scenario when working with mobile platforms, and the implicit spatio-temporal restrictions between consecutive frames can provide both efficiency and accuracy advantages by accumulating the information obtained across consecutive frames.
Most of the works which also take advantage sequential data to obtain better scene models, are based on SLAM or structure-from-motion techniques. Flint et al. [5] combined geometric and photometric cues to obtain their scene model from a moving camera. They integrate ideas from semantic reasoning in monocular images and 3D information obtained with structure-from-motion. Similarly, Furlan et al. [6] proposed a method to estimate the 3D indoor scene layout from a moving camera. They pre-process the sequence to obtain the camera motion and 3D map of the environment. Tsai et al. [22] described as well a method to create a model of the environment using images acquired from a mobile robot. Since they focus on a robot moving indoors they can adopt constraints about the camera motion and the environment. Also working with multiple images, but not in a sequence, Furukawa et al. [7] proposed how to reconstruct indoor environments from multiple photographs.
Attending how to propagate semantic information in video sequences using probabilistic frameworks. Badriranayanan et al. [1] used a probabilistic graphical model. They are able to use pixel-wise correspondences from motion estimation, image patch similarities or semantical consistent hierarchical regions to propagate the labels. Vazquez et al. [23] presented the Multiple Hypothesis Video Segmentation method for unsupervised segmentation of video sequences. Rituerto et al. [19] focused on label propagation indoors using images acquired from a mobile robot. They learn the appearance of the different regions of interest Our work is also proposing a probabilistic framework to propagate semantic information in sequences, in particular we aim to propagate the 3D layout of the environment traversed by the camera. The initial frame layout is obtained using the state-of-the-art single image technique presented in [16] , and we then propagate and update this information by making use of spatio-temporal restrictions and the new lines detected in each consecutive frame. As previously mentioned, SLAM or structure-from-motion steps are not needed.
Contributions. This paper proposes a probabilistic framework to propagate the scene layout on a video sequence. To propagate the layout, new line based evaluation methods are designed to measure how accurately a layout hypothesis fits the scene captured in the image. We analyze and evaluate the influence of each components of the proposed algorithm and demonstrate the advantages and intuitions behind our proposed approach using a public dataset designed for layout estimation in indoor sequences.
Single image 3D layout
Our method uses the single image algorithm proposed by Lee et al. [16] to create layout hypotheses on the first frame. It generates interpretations of the scene structure given a set of straight lines detected in a single image. Their approach proposes several physically valid scene structures that are then validated against an orientation map to find the best fitting model.
The authors adopt the Indoor World model that combines the Manhattan World assumption [3] and a single-floor-single-ceiling model. This model applies to most indoor environments and introduces symmetry between ceiling and floor shapes, something useful when the floor-walls boundaries are occluded.
The process to find the building structure includes three steps: line segments and vanishing points are found, model hypotheses are proposed, and each hypothesis is tested against an orientation map ( Fig. 2) . To extract the image lines Canny edge detector (Kovesi [14] Matlab toolbox) is run and the vanishing points are detected following the method presented by Rother [20] . The generation of hypotheses is made based on the model showed in Figure 3 . This model includes three walls: left, middle and right, floor and ceiling, and it is defined by four line junctions. Hypotheses are generated randomly from the lines detected in the image and then compared with an orientation map. The orientation map expresses the local belief of region orientations computed from the line segments.
Propagating the 3D layout in a video sequence
The objective of this work is to compute the 3D layout at every frame of a video sequence. We exploit the fact that consecutive frames in a video have certain spatio-temporal restrictions that constrain the possible variations in the scene acquired. The method we use as starting step to generate the scene layout of an image [16] is based on line detection. Image lines are very informative, but their detection is noisy.
By propagating the possible layouts, we improve the results and obtain a more robust estimation of the layout on each frame. As detailed next, we adopt a particle filter based strategy to track the posterior probability of the layout given all the observations up to the current frame. The process followed by our approach is the following. For the first frame, hypotheses are created using the base algorithm (Section 2). These hypotheses are evaluated and ranked as detailed in the following subsections, and the best one is selected as the solution for that frame. For next frames, new hypotheses (particles) are randomly generated depending on previous hypotheses and their evaluation score. Again, these hypotheses are evaluated in a similar manner and the best one is selected as the solution in each of the following frames.
Layout parametrization
The model used to define the 3D scene layouts is shown in Figure 3 . It is composed by three walls (left, middle and right), and symmetric floor and ceiling. This model can be parametrized by the image coordinates of the four junctions defining the middle wall (j 1 , j 2 , j 3 and j 4 ) and the directions of the scene vanishing points (V P 1 , V P 2 and V P 3 ).
Hypotheses evaluation
The evaluation of the hypotheses is performed on every frame. For all the images, lines and vanishing points are computed and used to evaluate the compatibility of the layout hypotheses. We define three measurements for this evaluation computed for each layout hypothesis x i : -Orientation map: The orientation map is presented in [16] . It expresses the local belief of region orientations computed from line segments ( Fig. 4(b) ). This orientation map, omap(I i ), is compared with the orientation map defined by the hypothesis being evaluated, omap(x i ) ( Fig. 4(a) ). The evaluation score is computed as the number of pixels where the orientation of both maps is the same divided by the total number of image pixels, nP ix = width × height
where k is the pixel index. This score is the only evaluation used in [16] where the highest S omap gives the chosen solution.
-Number of lines supporting the model: This evaluation measures how many of the observed lines support the hypothesis being evaluated. The layout parametrization used defines model lines delimiting the layout areas ( Fig. 4(c) ). To evaluate how a hypothesis fits the new observation, we look for lines parallel and close to these model lines. The score of this evaluation is computed as the number of lines supporting the model divided by the total number of lines detected. -Distance to the closest layout obtained with new observed lines: This last evaluation scores a propagated layout hypothesis, x i , by first computing the closest lines to this layout in the current image, determining a layout based on these lines, x obs . Then both layouts are compared. If the propagated hypothesis is correct, it should be supported by a layout generated by the current frame ( Fig. 4(d) ). The distance between layouts, d(x i , x obs ), is computed as the mean distance between the junctions, j k , of both layouts. The score is computed as follows:
The three scores are used together as evaluation: S total i = mean(S omap i , S lines i , S model i ).
Sampling new hypotheses
A new set of hypotheses is created by sampling from the hypotheses of the previous frame and their evaluation score. For each hypothesis, a score has been computed, S total i . The number of new hypothesis sampled from each previous hypothesis depends on this score. The probability of generating a new hypothesis, x ′ i , from previous hypothesis x i is p i = S total i . New hypotheses are created randomly, high scores will generate more new hypotheses since they are more probable, and low scores hypotheses will receive few samples or even disappear.
The model used parametrizes the layout as four coplanar junction points and the vanishing points of the scene. Given the camera motion, a homography relates the projection of the coplanar junctions between frames and the vanishing points are related by the rotation matrix. To create a new hypothesis from a previous one, we assume a random motion of the camera, with zero velocity and random noise in camera translation and rotation. Random rotation and translation are created, R and t, from 3 random angles (R = f (roll, pitch, yaw) and 3 random translations (t = [t x , t y , t z ] T ). From hypothesis x i , sampled hypothesis x ′ i will be related by the random R and t. The junctions are related by a homography, H:
where n is the normal of the plane where the junction points lie and d the distance between the camera and the plane. We assume d distance as unitary so the scale of the random translation t is defined by the real distance to the plane. The vanishing points are related by the rotation matrix:
Every time that a hypothesis is sampled, random R and t are created.
Experiments

Experimental settings
We have tested our method on the 10 sequences included in the dataset presented in [6] . These sequences have been acquired indoors with two different mobile cameras ( Fig. 5 ) and include between Fig. 6 : Accuracy of our method for different number of hypotheses (25 . . . 1000). The red line shows the mean accuracy of the layout solution along the sequence, the blue line shows the maximum accuracy 203 and 965 images. For all the sequences, the ground-truth has been manually annotated in one of each ten images. Figure 5 shows example frames of all the dataset sequences. Not all of the environments captured in these sequences fit the layout model adopted in this work, some sequences consist of more than three walls (Corridor and Room 4) or the Manhattan World assumption cannot be applied (walls are not orthogonal in Room 1).
The accuracy of the solution is computed as the number of pixels where the orientation defined by the ground-truth and the orientation computed from the layout hypothesis is the same divided by the total number of pixels of the image
where k is the pixel index, GT denotes the ground-truth layout, x i is the layout hypothesis being analyzed and the number of pixels in the image is nP ix = width × height.
Analysis of the proposed method parameters
This section shows how the accuracy of our method varies with two important choices: a) the evaluation measurements used and b) the number of particles used. The results shown in this section correspond to the Entrance 1 sequence. Table 1 shows the mean and maximum value of the accuracy of the solution hypothesis on all the frames of the sequence. It analyzes the contribution of the different evaluation measurements in the accuracy of our method. Results show clearly that combining the different evaluation measurements we get to choose always a better solution. Therefore, all the evaluation measurements are used together in the remaining experiments.
Influence of the evaluation measurement
Influence of the number of particles Figure 6 shows the accuracy of the algorithm presented depending on the number of particles. Results show the poor accuracy when few hypotheses are considered on each frame (25 particles), and how the accuracy grows rapidly with the number of particles (50 particles). From that point, augmenting the number of hypotheses do not represent a big change in the method accuracy. 
Method evaluation
In this section results of our method run on all the dataset are shown and compared with the base method [16] . Table 2 shows the accuracy for all the sequences included in the dataset for our method and the base method [16] . The base method is intended to work on single images so we run this algorithm over all the frames of the sequence independently. For each sequence, the mean and the deviation of the accuracy obtained for the solution hypothesis in all frames are shown for both methods. Our method performs better for the majority of sequences and the average accuracy value is higher. At the same time, our solutions are more stable across all frames, since the standard deviation is smaller.
Finally, Figure 7 shows examples of the layout solution obtained for some frames of the dataset. The results for Entrances 1 and 2 are good (mean accuracies of 83.63 and 72.70, respectively). When lines are occluded, the method performs worse because the evaluation of hypothesis is less accurate. For example, in sequences like Lounges 1 and 2, Rooms 2, 3 and 5 the layout fits the environment, but the method fails in adjusting hypotheses lines to the structure. Finally, our method currently shows lower performance for sequences Corridor, and Room 4 where more than 3 walls appear, or Room 1 that violates the Manhattan World assumption.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented an approach to obtain the 3D spatial layout of all the frames of a video sequence. The method is designed to work indoors, makes use of the Manhattan World assumption and it is based in the previous work from Lee et al. [16] . This technique, intended to work with single images, is integrated with a Particle Filter to take advantage of the sequential information of video sequences. We have presented different evaluation methods to measure how well a spatial layout fits to an image. Our approach has been tested to analyze how the different parameters affect the accuracy, and to compare with the state-of-the-art base algorithm, showing better accuracy.
